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Abstract—The existing sensitive information protecting schemes can not satisfy the actual security requirement of some applications. A vector based sensitive information protect scheme is presented based on the existing schemes. One side in trust negotiation can selectively exposes the sensitive attributes to the other side in trust negotiation process based on personal security policy and the trust evaluation result of the other. The implementation process is given in concrete application instances and the scheme is analyzed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Resource sharing is very important in large-scale application systems in distributed multi-domain environments [1-3], and access control technique used in these systems is the key to information security issues. In a distributed multi-domain environment, trust management [4] proposed by Blaze is a relatively mature access control technique. The visitor of the resources must provide his certificates to prove the appropriate access rights, and the owner of resources make the appropriate decision whether to allow access or not based on the certificates provided by the visitor. The automatic trust negotiation [5] proposed by Winsborough is also an access control technique in distributed multi-domain environments. Resources visitor and owner establish trust and make access control decisions through repeated exchanging their certificates without the third-party [6-8].

Certificates in trust management system and trust negotiation always contain some sensitive attributes which are necessary to be protected. However, the trust management system does not take this into consideration. It is a deficiency of trust management system. Many scholars have done a lot of research works in how to protect sensitive attributes of certificates in the process of automatic trust negotiation [9-11]. The existing solutions are not able to fully meet the requirements of the users in some applications. The users can’t selectively expose some sensitive attributes of certificates according to their own access control policy and the trust assessment to the others [12-14].

Trust negotiation is a method that establishes trust relationship between entities in distributed domain environment. The entities do not know each other before, but they establish trust relationship step by step through exchanging digital certificates again and again [15]. A trust negotiation system is consisted of the entities of negotiation, digital certificates and the police of exposing certificates, etc.

Digital certificate is digitalized tool that contains user identification and attribution, according to the different application background; there are identification certificate and attribution certificate. Digital certificate is signed by the issuer, so it has the unforgeability and verifiability [16, 17].

Access control policy is used to ensure the information not be accessed by the illegal users, so its function is to provide all kinds of the access operation to the data source of the legal user [18]. The access control policy in the trust negotiation resolves how to exchange certificates during the negotiation process, which is just the sequence of the exposing of all kinds of certificates [19, 20].

Compared with the access control system based on identification [21], trust negotiation contains the obvious advantages: (1) Two sides of the negotiation do not have to know the identification and attribution each other before, they establish the trust relationship during the process of exchanging the digital certificates, and this is appropriated in the distributed multi-domain system where the entities do know each other. (2) Two sides of the negotiation can define their own access control policy to provide the access to own sensitive resource. (3) There needn’t the trusted third party during the trust negotiation.

In the trust management and trust negotiation systems based on certificates, the relative research on the protection of the sensitive attribution include [22], oblivious signature-based envelope [23], hidden credentials [24] and secret handshakes from pairing-based key agreements [25], etc.

In the secret handshakes from CA-oblivious encryption scheme, based on the scheme of zero-knowledge proof protocol, Bob promise to Alice that he contain a certain attribution, Alice and Bob work according to the protocol, Alice sends Bob an envelop, only when the attribution Bob promised satisfies the assert of Alice, Bob can open the envelop, and Alice knows nothing about any attribution of Bob. The theory of secret handshakes from CA-oblivious encryption and oblivious signature-based envelope are almost the same, the difference between them lies in: oblivious signature-based envelope use the
signature of the attribution but not the promise of the attribution.

In the hidden credentials scheme, Alice and Bob exchange some random information, and then Alice uses the random information that provided by Bob and his access control policy to encrypt the information, if Bob has corresponding credential, he can use the random information provided by Alice to decrypt the information. In secret handshakes from pairing-based key agreements scheme, all the users in a group share secret by exchanging information.

All the scheme above can not satisfy the requirement that Alice want to expose part of her sensitive attribution to Bob, and to the certain trust negotiation entity, such as Bob and Charlie, can access the different sensitive attribution in Alice’s certificate under the policy that Alice set before. Further more, the schemes above need trusted third party, the safety of the system lies on the trusted third party and the storage also communication cost of the system will increase. A vector based sensitive information protect scheme is presented based on the existing schemes. One side in trust negotiation can selectively exposes the sensitive attributes to the other side in trust negotiation process based on personal security policy and the trust evaluation result of the other, and there needn’t any trusted third party.

II. A SIMPLE PROTECTING SCHEME OF SENSITIVE INFORMATION

In a digital certificate, properties can be represented by the ordered pair \(<\text{attr}\_\text{name},\text{attr}\_\text{value}>\), where \text{attr}\_\text{name} stands for the property name, and \text{attr}\_\text{value} stands for the property value. If a property is a piece of sensitive information, the property value should be stored in cipher text. For an example, Alice’s certificate contains \(n\) attributes, attributes names are \(N_1, N_2, \ldots, N_n\), the corresponding attribute values are \(V_1, V_2, \ldots, V_n\). If there are \(i\) (\(i \leq n\)) attributes (subscript are denoted as \(j_1, j_2, \ldots, j_i\)) are sensitive information, then the corresponding i properties of the certificate \(C\) are stored in cipher text, and the other \(n-i\) attributes are stored in plain text. The publisher of certificate \(C\) generates the digital signature, and then sends \(C\) and decryption key which used to encrypt i sensitive attributes to Alice. The key must be sent through reliable channels, public key system can also be used to ensure the security. When Alice request services or resources from Bob, Alice must submit \(C\) to Bob, and selectively expose part or all of the sensitive attributes of \(C\) to Bob according to Bob’s attributes (or privileges). Alice sends Bob the corresponding decryption keys of the sensitive information which Bob has authority in \(C\) through trusted channel. Bob can then get the encrypted property value by using the received decryption key. This scheme of protecting sensitive attributes in certificate has the advantage of being simple and easy to understand, but there are following inadequacies. The simple protecting scheme of sensitive information is shown in Figure 1.

(1) For each sensitive attribute there is no specific trust assessment, Alice identifies which attributes are sensitive in certificate unilaterally. There is no measure of sensitivity, and no algorithm of exposing which sensitive attributes to Bob according to the specific circumstances of Bob.

(2) There is no specific data structure to indicate which sub-keys of the key \(K\) should be sent to Bob when Alice sends certificate to Bob. When Bob receives a certificate from Alice, he won’t know which sub-key is for the corresponding properties immediately. If Bob use every sub-key of \(K\) to tentatively decrypt every sensitive attribute in certificate \(C\) one by one, it will greatly increase time and storage overhead of Bob.

In order to facilitate formal describing, we use the issuer to represent the certificates publisher; \(AN\) and \(AV\) to represent attribute name and attribute value, each property has a trust threshold \(T\) \((0 \leq T \leq 100)\), issuer defines the trust threshold according to the sensitivity of the attributes. Only when the corresponding value of the property on the other side is greater than the trust threshold, the property will be open to him. Obviously, the threshold value of non-sensitive property is 0. A triad \(<AN, AV, T>\) stands for property name, property value and the trust threshold. \(E_p(m)\) represents decrypt information \(m\) using key \(K\). \(C\) represents the certificate.

Based on the previous simple scheme, with the following adjustments, sensitive information protecting scheme based on vector is presented. The whole process of scheme is divided into three stages: The first is the certificate generation phase, the certificate issuer generates certificate and sends it to Alice; The second stage is trust assessment phase, Alice has a trust evaluation process to Bob according to her own attributes, generates a vector \(B\), and then calculates the open vector \(B’\) to Bob according to \(B\) and trust threshold of each attribute corresponds in certificate \(C\); The third stage is the certificate exchange phase, Alice submit the certificate \(C\) to Bob, and expose part or all sensitive properties of certificate \(C\) to Bob according to \(B’\). The
B. Trust Evaluation Stage

According to the history of certificates exchanging with Bob and other various factors, Alice can give an assessment of trust to Bob for each attribute in the certificate. Suppose there are N properties in Alice’s certificate, and the results of trust assessments to Bob is an N-valued vector containing the trust value, denoted using B, B=<T1,T2,...,TN>, where Ti is the trust value of Alice to Bob on the ith property. Then Alice will compare the trust value of each property in the certificate with B. There will generate a corresponding bit 1 if Ti in B is greater than the trust value of ith property, and that means the property can be disposed to Bob, otherwise there will generate a corresponding bit 0 and that means the property can not be disposed to Bob. A property open vector B’ can be obtained according to the chronological order of these bits. B’ is formed with these bits, and itself can be a binary number that contains these bits.

The xth bit f(x) in open vector B’ can be
\[ f(x) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{The xth property can be disposed} \\
0, & \text{The xth property can not be disposed} 
\end{cases} \]
and B’ is shown in figure 3.

![Figure 3. Corresponding relationship between property sensitivity and bits in open vector B’](image)

C. Certificate Exchange Stage

In the certificate exchange stage, Alice sends the certificate C to Bob, and shows Bob about the non-sensitive properties in the certificate and the sensitive properties which are opened to Bob in the following four steps:

1. Cooperation between the sensitive properties of the certificate C that can be exposed and binary bits B’ is established according to the chronological order.

2. Alice organizes the properties whose trust threshold values are greater than 0 and the corresponding bits in the property B’ is 1 and those corresponding encryption sub-keys Ki, to form a new group key K’.

3. Alice sends C, K’ and B’ to Bob, where K’ must be sent in trusted Channel.

4. After receiving C, K’ and B’, Bob decrypts the sensitive properties in C whose corresponding value in B’ is lusing the K’ as the decryption key.
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IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLE AND ANALYSIS

The implementation of the above sensitive information protecting scheme based on vector is presented using a specific application example.

A. Application Example

The government departments issue each person a certificate about the basic personal information, it contains in this certificate the information such as name, age, gender, education, income, department and address. Supposed those fields like “age”, “income”, “department” and “address” are sensitive information. The corresponding trust value of the sensitive properties of the certificate are (30, 80, 70, 90). When Alice and Bob are in the trust negotiation, through the trust evaluation to Bob, Bob’s trust value according to Alice’s certificate for the sensitive attribute are (50, 75, 70, 75). It’s easy to get the B’ = 1010 (binary). Alice Sends B’ and the decryption key “age” and “department” to Bob in the certificate exchanging stage. After Bob receives C, he can only get the values of non-sensitive properties (e.g. name, gender) and can decrypt the value of opened sensitive properties (age, department), and non-opened sensitive attributes (income, address) can not be obtained due to the lack of access to the corresponding decryption keys.

B. Analysis of the Security Performance of the Scheme

The security of sensitive information protecting scheme based on vector is mainly reflected in two aspects: The one is whether the eavesdropper is able to get Bob’s key which is used to decrypt the sensitive properties, the other is whether Bob can get the value of non-opened sensitive properties.

Because the key distribution is sent through the reliable channel which is based on other cryptography and security measures, so the eavesdropper can not obtain the corresponding decryption key. The key distribution is based on the selective vector, thus Bob can not get the keys for non-opened sensitive properties.

C. Other Features of the Scheme

View from the time overhead, there exists the trust assessment and computing process of the vector on the basis of the original trust negotiation. The process takes time overhead is fixed. That is, its time complexity is...
O(1). And there exist the process of encrypting the sensitive properties in the certificate generation and certificate exchange stages, since the encryption is symmetric, the time cost compared with the signature and asymmetric encryption algorithm in the certificate exchange process is negligible.

View from the storage overhead, an additional storage overhead of vector B, properties open vector B′ and decryption key is required in vector-based sensitive information protecting scheme, besides the holder of the certificate C requires the storage overhead of the certificate itself, but this is the basic requirement for the system implementation and it is acceptable.

View from the communication overhead, in vector based sensitive information protecting scheme, the communication overhead in certificate generation stage is the certificate C and the sensitive properties decryption key, and the communication overhead is the certificate and the decryption key of opened sensitive properties also the properties open vector B′ in the stage of exchange certificates.

V. CONCLUSION

Compared with the disclosure tree model proposed by Yu [26], inadvertently attribute certificate scheme and inadvertently signed envelope scheme, those models operate the certificate as a whole, expose all the properties’ information in the certificate or do not expose any information at all. But the protecting scheme in sensitive properties which proposed in this article classifies the properties. The properties are divided into sensitive properties and non-sensitive properties, and the sensitive properties are divided into opened sensitive properties and non-opened sensitive properties. The scheme can selectively expose all non-sensitive properties and opened sensitive properties, but non-opened sensitive properties are protected. This can meet the needs of practical applications better, and is also more flexible and convenient.

Liao, who proposed SDSA scheme in 2008[27], can also selectively expose sensitive properties of some or all, but there exists no assessment of trust with each other, and no corresponding data structure to express and store the value of trust either, so he can only simply define which properties are opened and which are not, and lack of maneuverability. This scheme recovers the bug. The exposure of each sensitive attribute is determined by the trust evaluation and sensitive property vector.
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